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Abstract:  Object detection is the process of determining the presence, location, and type or class of at least one object 

using a bounding box. The person detection process produces a bounding box and allot a class label as a person based on 

YOLO v3. In YOLO v3 the features are learned, divides the image cells and each cell says a bounding box and entity 

classification directly. There could be more than one bounding box per person, but the system makes use of non-

maximum suppression to reduce the number of bounding boxes to one per person. Finally, the number of persons in the 

image and video are calculated using the count of the bounding boxes. The dataset used for static pedestrian detection is 

the INRIA dataset and ShanghaiTech dataset. Yolo_Mark is used for marking bounding boxes of persons and gets its 

annotation files using 243 images from the INRIA dataset. Darknet is used as the framework for implementing 

YOLOv3. From INRIA Dataset 120 images are used for testing purposes. Testing on the INRIA dataset resulted in an 

accuracy of 96.1%. From the Shanghai tech-B, dataset 56 images are used for testing. Testing resulted in an accuracy of 

87.3%. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Computer vision is the region of study that expects to build up a technique that upholds computers to watch and 

comprehend the substance of advanced pictures, for example, photos and recordings. Computer vision has a number of 

multidisciplinary applications like military human-computer interaction, mobile robot navigation, industrial inspection, 

and medical image analysis. Many popular computer vision applications like object classification, object identification, 

object verification, object detection [3], and object recognition recognize objects in images or videos. 

 

Object detection has two levels; Object tracking and Object localization. Object tracking is the process to detect and 

track individual objects and grouped objects.Object Detection is made easy with the introduction of Neural Network. 

Neural networks are used to simulate the human cerebrum framework to take care of general learning issues. Neural 

networks use numerous algorithms that help to identify patterns. Deep learning [1] is the group of machine learning 

networks. Deep learning has become a popular implementation of speech recognition [2]. Deep learning is the field of 

computer vision, which contains better performing models that may require more data but less digital signal processing 

expertise to train and operate. 

 

A CNN, or ConvNet [4] is gaining much popularity in the area of deep learning. A CNN has an input, multiple hidden 

and an output layer.The pooling layer in the form of non- linear down-sampling and the most commonly used one is 

max pooling function. Finally, the fully connected layers done high-level reasoning.YOLO is the second group of 

strategies object recognition focused on real-time processing. YOLO represents You Only Look Once, introduced in 

2015. 

 

Outdoor pedestrian counting techniques help to monitor parks, recreational facilities, and trails help to recognize and 

count the number of individuals visiting public spots. The system assists in designing traffic infrastructure according to 

the peak traffic experienced in an area and finding out the bottlenecks in the existing traffic system. It also helps in 

calculating the capacity ratings for the traffic infrastructure like bridges while designing the infrastructure projects. 

During pedestrian detection, there might be many bounding boxes representing different entities of regard within the 

image, and it is difficult to know how many beforehand. 

 

ILSVRC is a strategy including classification and recognition of several object classes and images. Image classification 

process algorithms generate a catalogue of entity classes there in the image, with a bounding box representing the 

location[5]. The R-CNN, Regions with CNN Features was presented by Ross Girshick et al. in the year of 2014. 

Selective search [6] choosing a vast number of regions using this method to get only 2000 regions. 

 

The R-CNN model [7], comprises three modules: Region Proposal, Feature Extractor, and Classifier. AlexNet deep 
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CNN [8] is the feature extractor used here. Linear SVM is the classifier that takes the output of the CNN layer. 

 

To solve the speed issue of R-CNN, Ross Girshick, introduced an extension to create a faster object detection method, 

Fast R-CNN [9] in 2015. This technique is similar to the R-CNN process. This model took the image and a group of 

region recommendations. For feature extraction, a pre- trained CNN using VGG-1 is employed. To improve the speed 

of training, detection techniques, Faster R-CNN [10] in the year 2016. 

 

A. Motivation 

 

All the advanced methods use locales to detect the object within the image. Those methods only consider the image 

pieces that have peak probabilities of acquiring the object. YOLO applies a single neural network trained process that 

takes an input image and plots bounding boxes for entities with corresponding class labels. YOLO looks at the image 

once and makes predictions with a single network evaluation model, which makes YOLO fast. YOLO is trained on full 

images and directly optimized detection performance. For improving the accuracy, YOLO reached out to variants 

YOLO v2 and YOLO v3. 

 

B. Contributions 

 

The proposed method contributes an efficient pedestrian detection and counting using the YOLO v3 model. The 

proposed method detects the person on both images and videos. It handles images of different lighting conditions, 

varying viewing angles, and scales. Estimate the count of detected persons in the images, using the Inria dataset and 

Shanghaitech-B dataset. Estimate the peak count of persons in the videos. 

 

II. RELATED TECHNIQUES 

 

In [11], Zhang et al. introduced a technique that can calculate the crowd count by using the MCNN system influenced by 

the multi-column deep neural networks [12]. The system holds three columns of CNN with filters sizes, large, medium, 

and small. The arrangement of MCNN consists of Max pooling for every region.Features maps transform to the density 

map, they use filters with dimensions 1 × 1 [13]. The system calculates the final prediction by averaging the unique 

predictions of every deep neural network. They evaluate the design on four distinct datasets; three existing datasets and 

their dataset. The performances of MCNN on Shanghai tech dataset obtain values 110.2, 173.2, 26.4, 41.3 for MAE and 

MSE respectively. 

 

In [14], Siyu Huang, Xi Li et al., developed the person counting method from the view of semantic modelling. Existing 

methods [11,15] mostly focused on modelling using the properties of full body or the heads, disregarding the semantic 

structure data. The pedestrian semantic model consists of three elements: peoples, heads, and their context structure. 

They formulate three elements and design them as two models: a first-named body map and context structure of body 

parts [16]. 

Existing methods like conventional density maps [17], ignored the shapes of individual pedestrians, structured density 

maps focus on both density distributions and shapes of humans and to model semantic structure information. They 

evaluate the method using four datasets, the WorldExpo'10 dataset [18], the Shanghai tech-B dataset [11], the UCSD 

dataset [19], and the UCF_CC_50 dataset [20]. 

 

In [21], Boominathan et al. developed a framework for calculating the density of crowd from dense crowds. Focusing on 

the obstacle of scale variation, the model concurrently performs at high and low-level patterns generated using deep and 

shallow cnn. The deep network concentrates on the desired high-level semantics required architectural design similar to 

the VGG-16 model [22]. Adding the total predicted density maps gives the total count. By using a Gaussian kernel, They 

also perform two types of augmentation for scale variations in crowd images and improves CNN's performance. 

 

In [23], Lingke Zeng et al. introduced MSCNN for static crowd counting. In prior systems [11] [21], that overcomes the 

problem of scale variations, but it has two weaknesses; needsa pre-trained model and requires more parameters to added 

computing resources. Multi-Scale Blob (MSB) is the scale feature, contains various filters with various kernel sizes. 

ReLU [24], which performs as the activation function of preceding convolutional layers. The ShanghaiTech and UCF 

CC 50 datasets. Using the ShanghaiTech dataset MCNN attains MAE and MSE values 83.8, 127.4, 17.7, and 30.2 

respectively. Using UCF CC 50 dataset achieves MAE and MSE values 363.7 and 468.4. 

 

In [25], Jianing Qiu et al. proposed a Two-Column CNN (TCCNN) to calculate highly dense crowds. The design is 

derived from VGG-16 and Alexnet. They joined two networks to output the density map. Before being fed into the 
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network, the system creates crowd image patches with a resolution of 224 x 224 pixels. The number of people within 

each patch can be obtained by finding the integral density map, and the sum of people in each patch can add up to find 

the total number of people. The combination of adjusted VGG-16 and Alex net gave an excellent performance. The 

method achieves high accuracy on the above datasets. 

 

In [26], Youmei Zhang et al. proposed a model to focus on head positions used for crowd counting. AM-CNN contains 

3 shallow layers, attention models. The system evaluates using the above 3 datasets. They use Gaussian kernels for 

density maps. For ShanghaiTech and UCF CC 50 datasets, the MAE values for Large, Medium, Small are 112.0, 

121.1, 129.1.1 

respectively, and MSE values obtained are 166.1, 200.8, 198. The performance of this model is 29.2/40.7 (L), 39.4/39.1 

(M), and 32.6/29.4(S). 

 

In [27], Hailong Li et al. proposed method Alex Net [28] with multi-layers and edge boxes. For extracting training data 

edge boxes were used. The INRIA pedestrian dataset, including 614 samples used for training and 218 samples for 

testing. Boxes algorithm achieves good results.The false rate is 10%, missing range is 23%. In [29], Joseph Redmon 

proposes that YOLO is swift for object detection in images. Existing methods repurpose classifiers to perform detection. 

Data sets from PASCAL VOC 2007 [30] and 2012. The VOC 2012 test set achieves a mAP of 57.9%. 

 

In [32], Jiahuan Zhou et al. developed a detection system the model consists of 9 convolutional layers. The YOLO 

bounding boxes coordinates data contains (xcentre, ycentre, w, h)) with a confidence value [0, 1]. The pre-trained method 

trained on VOC2007.The system obtained a MAP of 44.3% in their dataset. In [33], Igor R. de Almeida et al. developed 

a computer vision technique to find the dynamic changes in crowds. 

 

In [34], Qiming proposed a discriminative weighted sparse partial least model for feature selection .This method is used 

for human detection. This applies sparse PLS for feature selection. To create a latent matrix, formulate a discriminative 

regularized weighted least square problem. The training phase extracts different channel features, including LUV colour 

channels, gradient magnitude, and histograms to generate a large number of channel features. 

 

The discriminative features can be selected based on the weight matrix. Evaluated the performance of the DW SPLS 

approach on three challenging human datasets, including INRIA [35], Caltech [36], and TUD-Brussels [37] 

pedestrian data sets. 

 

In [40], Athanasios Tsitsoulis et al. presented a method for the extraction of the person in an image. For person 

detection, this system uses the location, dimensions, and colour of the face. The primary contribution of the method 

joins information from several kinds of image segmentation. First, the algorithm can assign firm edges in the image. 

This system combines the global detection technique with an appearance model. Evaluated the algorithm using INRIA 

person dataset. 

 

In [42], Kuan-Hui Lee et al. proposed a system which detects persons from video and finds the persons. The system uses 

the ETH Mobile Scene (ETHMS) dataset. The detection rate of the model is 75%. In [43], Shen Li et al. developed a 

CD-CNN, for visual tracking. The method evaluated on OTB 2015 benchmark and the OTB 2013 Benchmark. The 

method has 0.600 AUC value for OTB2015 and 0.627 on OTB 2013.In [44], Zheng Tang et al. proposed a video scene 

framework that tracks multiple human objects and estimates their 3D poses. 

c). The (x, y) coordinates signify the centre of the box, comparative with the matrix cell area. The (x, y) values are 

normalized to [0, 1]. The (w, h) coordinates denote width and height also normalized to [0, 1]. Here, c denotes the class 

of the corresponding object (1 denotes a person). The system obtains the objectness score using logistic regression. 

 

YOLO v3 makes predictions over scales; YOLO v3 applies three various scales. The most powerful feature of YOLO 

v3 is prediction across three distinct scales for all positions of the input image. YOLO v3 makes predictions identical to 

the feature pyramid network, FPN. Every prediction is made of a boundary box, objectness, and class score. In Darknet-

53 the convolutional layers are added for feature extraction. The earlier version YOLO v2 utilized Darknet-19. YOLO is 

a fully convolutional network. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Overview 

Object detection is the process of recognizing the presence, area, and class of at least one object within an image. The 

person detection process draws a bounding box around every person in the image and allots them with a ‘person’ label. 

YOLO is an object detection strategy with a deep convolutional neural network to detect the object. YOLO was proposed 

by Redmon et al.[29], in the year of 2016. It looks at the full image only once then it passes through the network and 

detects objects. 

 

YOLO takes an input image and divides it into S x S matrices. The centre of an object drops into a matrix region, that 

region is responsible for distinguishing an object. The confidence value represents how likely the box contains an object 

and how exact is the bounding box. YOLO has an organization structure of 24 convolutional layers, a max-pooling layer, 

and two completely connected layers towards the end. 

 

YOLO v2 is a version of the YOLO, proposed in the year 2017 to improve the accuracy. But, in the case of small-sized 

object detections YOLOv2 struggles.YOLO v3 has few incremental improvements compared to YOLO v2 [46]. YOLO 

v3 was introduced in April 2018 [47]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. YOLO Person Detection flow 

 

The proposed method begins with the dataset collection step. From the dataset images are divided into two, train dataset, 

and test dataset. Using 243 images from the train dataset, Yolo_mark labelling tool marks the bounding boxes for 

persons and obtains the corresponding annotation files. The darknet YOLO v3 framework gets trained using the weight 

values obtained from annotation files. After pedestrian detection, the system determines the count of people in that 

image. Figure.2 shows the procedure for pedestrian detection and counting. 

The proposed system is designed for pedestrian detection in images and videos using YOLO v3. YOLO v3 first takes 

an input image then divides it into grids, that grid region is liable for recognizing an object. YOLO v3 then figures the 

bounding boxes, their corresponding probabilities for person objects. 

Bounding Box Prediction is the process to draw the bounding . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2.Represents proposed system working 

 

boxes for each recognized object and predict confidence value, which has five components; x-coordinate, y - coordinate, 

width, height and class of the object (x, y, w, h, DATASET 

Pedestrian detection and counting process uses an extensive collection of images and videos. The image datasets used 
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are the INRIA dataset and Shanghai tech-B Dataset. INRIA used a static pedestrian detection data set. The INRIA 

dataset is categorized into two, for training, testing purposes. From the INRIA dataset, 243 positive samples which 

contain a total of 1416 persons are used for training YOLO v3. The test set has 122 positive samples which contain a total 

of 309 persons and include 58 negative samples. The negative samples do not contain pedestrians. The ground truth of 

the images is not available, and thus, the total count is estimated via visual inspection. Shanghai tech-B Dataset contains 

comments on images that were taken using various cameras in the busy streets in Shanghai. In the Shanghai tech-B 

dataset, for testing purposes the ground truth of the given images is given. For the testing, the system uses 56 images 

containing persons. 

 

For pedestrian detection in videos, the system randomly selected 15 videos from the internet. The system aims to detect 

the highest traffic experienced in different locations in a city over different periods of time. For identifying the highest 

density of traffic experienced in an area in a specified period, the peak count is calculated rather than the total count. The 

ground truth of the videos is not available, and thus the peak count is estimated via visual inspection`. 

 

B. GENERATE LABELS 

 

Annotation tools are used for annotating the image for training YOLO. First, each person is marked in the images, from 

the INRIA dataset, using visual GUI-software, and then label each of them for generating annotation files. The system uses 

Yolo_Mark labeling tool [48] for marking each person in that image. Yolo_Mark creates a .txt file for each .jpg image 

in the same folder with the same name. The .txt record contains the following values: <object-class> <x_center> 

<y_center> <width> and <height>. 

 

The object-class denotes the class of the object using integer numbers starting from 0. This system focuses only on one 

class, which is a person so it is set to 0. The x_center and y_center are the x and y coordinates of the center of the 

bounding box, it can range from 0.0 to 1.0. Width and height denote the width, height of the bounding box also it can 

range from 0.0 to 1.0. 

 

Normally annotation tools follow two steps, first draw the bounding box in an image and then store top-left and bottom- 

right points in the corresponding text file. Then convert the points into YOLO input format. Yolo_Mark labeling tool 

combines these two steps. It draws the bounding boxes on image and creates a .txt-file for each .jpg image-file that 

contains points in the YOLO input format. Yolo_Mark calculate the annotation values using equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 

3.4 as follows: 

Center-x = x /W (3.1) 

Center-y = y/H (3.2) 

Width = w/W (3.3) 

Height = h/H (3.4) 

 

Here x denotes the x-coordinate of the center of bounding box, y denotes y-coordinate of the center of bounding box, w 

denotes the width of the bounding box, h denotes the height of the bounding box, W denotes the width of the whole 

image and H denotes the height of the whole image. For the labeling process, the system loads images from the Inria 

dataset to the Yolo_Mark image directory and sets the number of classes to zero and object name as a person. Then run 

Yolo_Mark using the command, yolo_mark.exe data/img data/train.txt data/obj.names. Then open all the images from 

the dataset, mark bounding boxes for each pedestrian, and finally the corresponding .txt file containing the coordinates 

are obtained. The .txt file contains values as follows: 

0 0.508594 0.516667 0.367188 0.755556 

0 0.458984 0.433333 0.280469 0.636111 

0 0.499609 0.531944 0.308594 0.561111 

In the first line 0 represents the value for the object class person, 0.508594 denotes the x-center value, 0.516667 denotes 

the y-center value, 0.367188 denotes the width and 0.755556 denotes the height. 

 

C. TRAINING 

The training process method makes use of three files .data, .names and .cfg. After creating the files of the above- 

mentioned extensions copy the dataset images and annotations to the corresponding directory. Using pre-trained weights 

YOLO starts training [51]. Darknet [49] [50], is an open-source framework to train neural networks, which is written in 

C or CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture), and serves as the basis for implementing YOLO. It supports CPU 

and GPU computation and installation is simple. Darknet is easy to install as it only requires two optional dependencies, 

OpenCV and CUDA. OpenCV is used to increase the variety of supported image types and CUDA is used for enabling 

GPU computation. Clone the Darknet git repository and run make- file to compile it. 
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1. YOLO v3 Configuration Parameters 

Firstly, create the configuration files to train YOLO v3 for person detection. Download the yolov3.cfg file and copy the 

same contents to the Yolo-person.cfg file. The configuration file contains the training parameters like batch size, 

subdivision, etc. Here set the batch=64, the batch parameter represents the batch size. For one iteration 64 images were 

used to update the parameters. Then set subdivisions = 8, darknet provides a variable called subdivisions to define the 

part of the batch size to be used for one time on our GPU. The GPU process batch/subdivision number of pictures at any 

time. The Complete iteration would be finished only after processing all the 64 images. 

The parameters determine the input size and the number of channels. Assign the values for width = 416 and height = 416. 

If the design expands the size, it will produce good results but the training takes more time. Then set the channels = 3, it 

denotes the 3 channels for processing RGB input. The momentum and decay parameters manage the weight is 

updated.Here momentum equal to 0.9 and decay equal to 0.0005, which controls the penalty term. 

The learning parameter rate regulates aggressive methods should learn based on the current batch of data. Generally, the 

value ranges from 0.01 to 0.0001. In training, it starts with zero learning. The learning rate should decrease over time. 

The method has a below learning rate for a small period of time frame at the origin. 

Data augmentation is a process to create new training data from our training data artificially. For the data augmentation 

process, the angle parameter in the config file will provide a random rotate to the given image by ± angle. The process 

transforms the colors of the whole image using saturation, exposure, and hue, it is yet an image containing the person. 

For training, the model system wants to determine the number of iterations. It contains only one object class, person, so 

change the max_batches to (classes*2000), so set max_ batches=2000. 

The training process wants to specify the number of classes used for detection. Here having only one object class, 

people so set classes = 1 in every YOLO layer. The process wants to determine the number of filters, set filters = 

(classes + 5) * 3 in all the YOLO layers. So in our model value of classes=1 and value of filters=18. 

 

2. Creating Data File 

For training, the process wants to create a ‘.data’ file. Person.data file contains the number of classes, names of the 

object classes, t path to train and validation files, and the path to a backup file for storing the weights file. The 

Person.data file contains the following values: 

classes equal to 1 

train equal to data/train.txt valid equal to data/test.txt 

names equal to data/person. names backup equal to backup/ 

 

3. Creating Name File 

In the data file, the line names represent the way the file consists of the name of the classes. For that, we create a file 

Person.names that contains the name of the objects with a newline. The named file contains only one object name, 

person. 

 

4. Image and Annotation File 

Copy the set of .jpg images from the INRIA dataset, used for training, and corresponding .txt files created by Yolo_Mark 

to the object directory of the darknet, build\darknet\x64\data\obj\. Then create a train.txt file in the data directory of the 

darknet. The train.txt file consists of filenames of the images. Add each filename with a new line, for example; 

data\person\crop_000010.png data\person\crop_000011.png data\person\crop_000012.png 

 

5. Download Pre-trained Weight 

For training purposes, the model needs the convolutional weight file. The pre-trained weights are downloaded to the 

darknet directory. The convolutional weights are trained on ImageNet. Finally, start training the darknet YOLO 

v3.The weight file will be saved in the backup file after completing the 100 iterations. The best weight used for person 

detection. 

 

D. DETECTION 

Person detection using YOLO-v3 requires four input arguments; Input image, YOLO-v3 configuration file, trained 

YOLO-v3 weights, and the text file containing class name person. Firstly, the width and the height of the input image 

are obtained. Then the colors for the label and the bounding boxes are applied. The function cv2.read From Darknet, 

creates a network using weight and configuration files. Finally, the input image passes through the deep neural network 

[52][53]. 

YOLO-v3 uses multiple output layers to obtain the prediction. The detected person region is marked by the bounding 

boxes. The function draw-bounding-box for draw the bounding boxes. The class label value is assigned over the bounding 

boxes. The confidence value obtained indicates how confident that the bounding box contains a person. Higher 

confidence value indicates the network trust the bounding box contains the object, lower confidence value indicates that 
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the network distrusts the objects in the bounding box. For that reason, the model considers only the objects with a 

confidence value greater than 0.5. Filtered out all the weak detections using the confidence value. 

The same object can be detected more than one time. The model wants only one detection for one object with bounding 

boxes and confidence value. This is obtained using Non-max suppression. Non-max suppression is the process to ignore 

the weak detection for the same objects. There could be more than one bounding box per person. First check the value of 

pc, which is the confidence of an object to be in the image, for each box then discard all boxes with pc <=0.6. Then if 

there are any remaining boxes left, select the box with the largest pc value. Example, if the YOLO-v3 detects the single 

person with three bounding boxes. The confidence value for three bounding boxes 0.6, 0.7, and 0.9 respectively. Here 

the model selects the bounding box with the greatest value, 0.9 for that person. 

 

E. GROUND TRUTH 

After detecting the persons, the total count of people in that image is calculated and the model wants the actual count in 

the image to assess the accuracy. This actual value is named as ground truth. The ground truth of the images is not 

available and thus, the total count is estimated via visual inspection in the case of the INRIA dataset, video files. In the 

case of the Shanghai tech-B dataset, which was used for testing purposes, the ground truth of the given images is 

available. ShanghaiTech B-Dataset consists of 120 images and its corresponding ground-truth value as .mat files. 

 

 
 

Fig.3.Ground Truth values for ShanghaiTech B-Dataset 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

 

A. REQUIREMENTS 

Pedestrian detection and counting uses the software and hardware platform listed as follows; 

● CMake 3.8 

● CUDA 10.0 

● OpenCV 3.7.1 

● cuDNN 7.4 for CUDA 10.0 

● MSVS 2017 (v15) 

● NVIDIA GetForce 920MX 

 

B. DATASET: 

From the INRIA dataset, 243 positive samples which contain a total of 1416 persons are used for training YOLO v3. The 

test set has 122 positive samples which contain a total of 309 persons and also include 58 negative samples. The negative 

samples don’t contain pedestrians. The negative samples contain images of the road, desert, etc. 

From Shanghaitech-B dataset 56 images containing persons used for the testing purpose, the ground truth of the given 

images is available. For the testing process using video is conducted over a sample of 15 videos, containing people 

collected randomly from the internet. The ground truth of the videos is not available and thus the peak count is estimated 

via visual inspection. 

Yolo_Mark is used for drawing bounding boxes of persons, gets its annotation files using 243 images from the INRIA 

dataset. Yolo_Mark creates a .txt-file for each .jpg image-file in the same directory with the same name. Figure 3 shows 

the labeling process of the Yolo mark Labelling Tool using the Inria dataset images. 
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The pedestrian detection using YOLO v3 draws a bounding box around every person in the picture, and allot with a 

person label, and the confidence scores each person. The detection process uses the images from the Inria dataset and 

ShanghaiTech B-Dataset. Detection results both Inria and ShanghaiTech B-Dataset images shown in the figures, 

Fig.4and Fig.5 Each person detected with the bounding boxes labeled as a person and corresponding class confidence 

values greater than 0.6. 

 

Fig.4..Generating Label Using Yolo_mark Labelling Tool 

 

Fig.5.Using Inria dataset image persons detected with their confidence values 

 

Fig.6 Using Shanghaitech-B Dataset image persons detected 

  

After detecting the pedestrians, the total count of people in that image is calculated. In the case of videos, the peak count 

is calculated rather than the total count for identifying the highest density of traffic experienced in an area in a specified 

time period. The ground truth of the videos is not available and thus the peak count is estimated via visual inspection. 

Count the total number of pedestrians present in images using the Inria dataset shown in the figures Fig: 6 & Fig: 7. 

Calculate the total number of pedestrians present in picture using ShanghaiTech B-dataset shown in the figures, Fig: 8 

& Fig: 9. Fig: 10 & Fig:11 shows the total count of pedestrians obtained using video samples. 
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Fig: 7. Detection and counting using Inria dataset image 

 

 

Fig:8.Total count of detected pedestrians using Inria dataset 

 

 

 

Fig:9.Total count of detected pedestrians using ShanghaiTech B-Dataset 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.10.Detection and counting using ShanghaiTech B-Dataset image 
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Fig.11.Detection and counting using Video samples 

 

Fig:12.Total count of detected pedestrians in video 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Object detection decreases human endeavors in numerous fields. YOLO-based Convolutional Neural Network group of 

models for object detection and the most recent version is called YOLOv3. Pedestrian detection and counting using 

YOLO v3 fastest, and one of the most accurate algorithms. The efficiencies of the yolov3 system are the greatest 

advantage of it, as the system only needs to go over the input only once. The results obtained in person detection using 

yolov3 is one of the best among the existing systems. The time taken by the system to produce the output is much less 

than the existing ones. Detections at 3 layers helps to address the issue of detecting very small objects compared to the 

previous versions of YOLO. The testing on the Inria dataset resulted in an accuracy of 96.1% whereas that on the 

ShanghaiTech dataset is comparatively less at 82.1% as the images are crowded. 

 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

The algorithm detects the persons whose full body is included in the frame, which degrade the accuracy in crowded 

scenes, which could be improved in the future. It can’t detect duplicates when someone re-enters into the frame the 

person has counted again as a new person. The algorithm could be extended to overcome this problem. The training 

could be extended to detect persons using the head for better handling of crowded inputs. Slightest improvements in 

these algorithms can improve accuracy. 
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